Welcome to JLDSC bumper 2018 edition newsletter.
The following are personal accounts of 2018 swims - enjoy reading!

Cliff Golding
I got a PB!
My swim on Wednesday 20th June was just the best ever. Although we couldn’t see far because of the mist and
fog John and Martin said the swim was on. I looked at the glass like sea and breathed a sigh of relief. It
remained glass like until just before the very end and, even then, only a fool would say it was rough.
As soon as I saw the sea state, I knew that this would be my last long swim. I knew these sorts of conditions
came up very rarely and that after 27 years, I could now let go. It just felt right to make that decision. I have
talked about the hat tricks and that I needed two more J2Fs and a solo Channel to complete my personal set of
five. Well, with round Jersey, Zurich and Windermere I have three hat tricks. I now have two Channels and two
J2Fs. I’m happy with that. I needed that second Channel solo to prove that the first success in 1997 wasn’t a
fluke and that I accidently succeeded. I decided at 5 am on Wednesday that I didn’t need a third Channel or third
J2F. I set out in 1991 to become a Channel swimmer. It could be said that I have slightly over achieved on that
original ambition! Instead of hat tricks, Chantelle says I should view my swims as five times two swims with a
couple more chucked in. That’s kinda neat and I will.
Having made that decision at the start of Wednesday’s swim, I felt a great release. I knew that, from now on, I
could swim for an hour here and an hour there and be happy with that. I guess I am weary of the very long
training swims. And, I am a runner not a swimmer really! But this big decision received huge validation when the
dolphins came to play and swim with me. I knew right then that it could never get better than this and that every
swim I had ever done had led me to this point. How could
I ever surpass it? Best to make this my swan song swim.
.
The dolphins came under the boat and under me and I
could hear the shrill communication between them. I
think they were saying “Who’s this nutter with the rubbish
stroke!?” They stayed for nearly two hours. It was
magical and I felt truly blessed. They disappeared as
suddenly as they had appeared and, apart from when I
walked out at Wissant Beach in France on my first
Channel solo, it will be the best memory of all my
swimming life.
I’m getting carried away (brevity and Cliff – never been
seen in the same room!) I mainly wanted to say how
much I love this club and the people I have met over all
these years. Charlie always used to refer to the JLDSC, as “Probably the best little club in the World” I can’t
disagree with that. Charlie and Mick Le G have been long serving, selfless members and pilots of our club and,
with those who preceded them, deserve such huge credit for all their volunteering over so many years.
I marvel now when I see senior club members who I have known since they were small children. I look at all the
names of the winners of the Junior of the Year trophy, and what they have achieved and continue to achieve and
aspire to, and I know that the club has done a good job in helping to shape these lives.
This a great club with a great committee who work tirelessly to facilitate swimming and enable swimmers to
achieve. Just look at the Rolls of Honour on the club website. It’s all there, the hours and hours of training, the
people who, before they joined the club, wouldn’t have believed they could ever achieve what they have.
Everyone who is, and has been, involved with nurturing and administering this club over the years can be rightly
proud. We are all blessed to be associated with the Jersey Long Distance Swimming Club.
I would like to thank pilots John and Martin for taking time off work to pilot for me on Wednesday and the lovely,
beautiful Chantelle Rose, my best friend and soul mate, for helping me swim to France.

Yaron Davidi
The first Swimmer from Israel, Yaron completed his J2F swim on 23rd June in 9 hours 19 minutes. Here is an
edited and translated version of the account of his swim.
The J2F swim, which I signed up to about a year ago is a challenge in itself, but also preparation for my English
Channel swim in a month’s time. It will help me acclimatise to the colder water.
Set off from La Coupe with Martin, John and Sally in Sea
Swimmer 2. First two hours sea is calm but still cold, in a good
mood. Feeding every half hour with alternate carbohydrate
drink and fruit (banana or dates). After two hours, the sea
becomes completely flat like glass, but I know this gift is for a
limited time. Fumes from the engine give me a headache so I
take 2 nurofen. It is becoming windier and the sea is becoming
choppier. I am battling with my inner demons when I hear
them.. a dolphin band. See them, hear them talk constantly,
babies swim under me. At the seventh hour, there's a drop in
the wind. After 7.5 hours, Sally reports we have 3 miles left and
asks me for a strong half-hour ... I increase my rhythm to
applause. I work out only another hour and half but this turns
into an hour and 50 minutes, but I know I did it. About 150 feet from the beach, the boat stops and I swim to the
beach, clear the water and raise my hands. The team helps me back onto the boat and get dressed. Hugs with
everyone. What amazing people. Two hours sailing back, met at the slipway by members of the JLDSC, hugs
kisses and a club shirt.
Great experience. There's nothing big that comes easy.

‘Up to no Good’
This 4-women relay team completed their RJ swim on 1st July in
a time of 12 hours. They were accompanied by Matt Clarke on
Lionheart. Well done to swimmers Debbie Taylor, Sam Plum,
Paula Cherriman, Helen Liddle and crew member Julie Dell.
“Thanks everyone from all the team. We have had an amazing time in
Jersey. And the dolphins at Corbiere and Noirmont were the icing on
the cake. Great to meet some of you. Thanks to Donna Murray our
lovely Observer.”

Prabhat Koli
Prabhat set off on his J2F swim at 04.54 on 5th July. Piloting him in
Sea Swimmer 2 were Martin Powell and Claude Bertram and looking
after him on board was Sally Minty-Gravett. It was a stunning day with
a wonderful sunrise and flat calm sea. Prabhat landed on the beach at
St Germain Sur Aye in 6 hrs and 54 mins.

YeAABA
Report by Vicky Taylor
Having unfortunately been let down by the weather conditions in 2017, it was with some intrepidation that
we made the return trip to Jersey with the sole aim of swimming the 41 miles around the island as a relay
team. The team of six swimmers was the same as last year, made up of 2 second claim and 4 first claim
YeAABA members; Stewart Halliday, myself, Graham Matthew, Valerie Lindsay, Greig Matthew and Scott
Spalding. Not to forget to mention our group of 11 also included a trusty gang of supporters.
Anyway, thankfully fate did smile down on us this year. Having only arrived on the island in the afternoon,
we then trained with the JLDSC in the evening and found out that as long as fingers crossed the weather
behaved, we’d be on for our relay attempt the day after next, Thursday 12th. As you can imagine
Wednesday was a mad rush and was excitedly spent prepping for the swim i.e. bag packing and pretty much
buying up Jersey’s supply of bananas, chocolate and jelly babies. We got the official nod around 5pm on
Wednesday that we were definitely on, oh and that by the way the first swimmer would be starting the relay
at 4.45 am!!!
Thursday morning then, at the back of 4, the relay team and our
supporters made a sleepy trip to the harbour to board the boat
which with Adrian and Martin, our pilots, would transport us to
the starting point and around the island. We boarded the boat,
took some selfies, it was still a little dark at this point, then we
headed to the starting point. Stewart was in first, he bravely
jumped off the boat into the dark water which at 4.45 in the
morning was around 15°C, he swam for the first hour, then I
was up next at 5.45. We had Jenny in her kayak alongside us for
the first two hours which was great as the sun wasn’t really fully
up until around 6.45 when Graham went in as swimmer no. 3.
Val went in 4th at 7.45, followed by Greig 5th at 8.45 then Scott
was 6th at 9.45. Back to Stewart for his second hour at 10.45, then me again, Graham, Val then Greig. We
thought Greig might be our last swimmer as the finish point was coming closer and closer towards the end
of his hour which took us up to 11 hours. It wasn’t however to be and it turned out that we needed swimmer
number 6, Scott, to do 9 minutes of his second hour to get us to the finish. With around 50m to go we all
jumped in the water and swam with Scott to the finish, ensuring he touched first. On our return to the
harbour we were met by our supporters and the JLDSC who presented us with tee-shirts and prosecco to
celebrate our achievement. What an adventure!!
In summing up; on a beautiful sunny day in July 2018, in perfect sea conditions, a team of six YeAABA
members completed the 41mile round Jersey relay swim in 11hrs and 9 minutes. Bring on the next
challenge!

Wendy Trehiou
Wendy successfully completed her Guernsey to Jersey swim on 8 th July. Fellow swim buddy Adrian Sarchet and
his wife Andrea came to see her set off about lunchtime in calm seas and
warm sunshine. She was accompanied by Neil Faudemer in Corbiere Star and
crew Sarah Pierce, Shirley Lancefield, Graeme Lowe and Simon Haircut. As
she swam into darkness the sea was like glass, there was an amazing sunset
and the stars lit up the sky. Almost idyllic apart from the many jellyfish that
came out to play causing Wendy to suffer constant stings. One even went
down her swimsuit and she had to pick it out! Wendy finished her swim just to
the right of Plemont in a time of 16 hours and 46 minutes.
“My motto has always been “Train the brain and live the dream” and this was a
day where the brain was well trained and well behaved.”

Andy Truscott
14th – 15th July
Round And Round He Goes.
His unprecedented Double Round Jersey swim took him 22 hours 7
minutes with a 10 hour 35 minute first circuit and an 11 hour 32
minute second circuit. The time for his first circuit was even 4 minutes
faster than when he first did the swim 17 years earlier. Starting at
dawn on the 14th conditions were favourable throughout the swim.
Only suffering one jellyfish sting Andy never complained throughout.
Although Andy admitted afterwards that it was tough going swimming
for 22 hours without sleeping.
Andy’s swim raised valuable funds for two charities; Littlefeet
Environmental that specializes in coastal protection of Jersey’s beaches and headlands with beach cleaning
initiatives and environmental education and awareness and the RNLI.
According to the Marathon Swimmers Federation, this 132km swim is the 6th longest nonstop, unassisted
solo swim in history, excluding river swims but allowing for assistance from tidal currents.

Jon More O’Ferrall
RJ 14th July 2018
I travelled to Jersey in September 2014 to swim in a 5km open water race, not long after my father told me
he never wanted to see or speak to me again. After the race in St Aubin’s I got talking to one of the legends
of EC swimming and asked her, ‘can you get an old git like me around Jersey?’ She said, ’sure’ so I
decided to turn a powerful negative emotion into a positive one by deciding, there and then, that I would
swim around my father (who still lives on Jersey) with a little help from Sal.
On returning home in Bristol, I realised/questioned, ‘people do this stuff without a wetsuit?’. So I signed up
for Sal’s Swim Camp in May 2015 for some cold water therapy and, holy cow,
was it cold? (Now I tell the missus, ‘cold is a state of mind’). Well into 'the
wrong side of 50', I started swimming more than a bit, signed for a RJ (a slot in
2017), got to Jersey and the computer said, ‘no’. I was blown out and returned
to Bristol where an ageing elbow also said ‘no’. After five months largely out of
the water over last winter and a steroid injection later, I returned to Jersey in
May this year, to get in some training at my fourth consecutive Sal’s Swim
Camp where I managed a 3.5-hour swim with no damage done. Surely this
whole thing was touch-and-go with my tide opening in less than six weeks?
Back in the cesspit at home (aka The Clevedon Marine Lake - a tidal lake
which overtops with silt-laden sea water, and other stuff too, such that you
can’t see your hand at full extension in the water) I managed a few long
swims, including one of 6 hours. There was nothing to lose by having a go - I
knew that mentally I had it but, boy, was I lightly trained?
It was a perfect morning and I could see forever through the water adjacent to the breakwater at Elizabeth
Castle. Sal said, ‘touch and go’ (I thought I’m not that dodgy, am I?) and 'don’t stop ’til you get enough’ (I
made that bit up, but I reckoned I’d be on the wrong end of a roasting if I didn’t get round!). And so it came
to pass, 11 hours and 8 minutes later (but not before that cheeky monkey, Andy Truscott overtook me on
his first lap), a stunning swim around an enchanting island supported by an amazing team of volunteers at
JLDSC. All that remains is for me to send a card saying, ‘just popped round’ to my father.
Special thanks to Sally Minty-Gravett (who cracked the whip and did so much more), Martin Powell and
John Asplet (who, between them, successfully steered me into a buoy and made me laugh) and two of the
Chosen Ouens who were on the boat for the day, Audrey Burkley (who also makes me laugh) and Julie
Pearce (who gave me one of her lovely Seymour Ceramics mugs).

Catherine Stefanutti
I felt unusually calm diving off the boat into the dark. It was a colder, breezier day than forecast and the sea
bouncier than anticipated, but what a thrill it was pushing off the castle wall to begin my circumnavigation of Jersey.
On board Lionheart was my wonderful crew Deborah and sister Christine along with super Pilots Matt and Sam and
lovely observer Dee. Very soon after the start, they zoomed away into the distance, but by my side for the next two
hours was Richard Billot, navigating me through the rockier waters to
La Rocque. His steady presence was always reassuring and I
absolutely loved that first part of the swim. Despite it being a chilly
cloudy morning, the dawn was uplifting as it cast a pastel light on the
clear water. It became particularly rough towards la Rocque but my
heart was warmed when I saw a little crowd gathered on the pier and
I realised they were loudly cheering and clapping for me. Richard did
a fantastic job keeping his boat steady, in the washing machine. I felt
sad to say goodbye to him as I re-joined Lionheart but what fun to
see my crew wearing chef’s hats with a dinner gong welcoming me
for my first feed.
I think my swims have become somewhat legendary due to the onboard entertainment provided by Deborah Vine. Deborah’s mission is to entertain, motivate, enthuse and make me
shriek with laughter till I reach my goal. She carries a Mary Poppins bag of costumes and tricks for this purpose and
gets the crew to surprise me throughout my swims. Round Jersey was no exception. She and Christine were dressed
as chefs for the first two feeds and then the theme changed to Cowboys and Jersey cows. Massive foam fingers
waved me along one minute and next thing a cowboy bullwhip was being waved in the air to get me moving faster.
The cherry on the top was turning to breathe and seeing an enormous inflatable cow perched on the front of the
boat with Deborah on top of it, trying to stop it from deflating. I swallowed an awful lot of water from snorting with
laughter. Deborah’s live Facebook feeds have gone viral in the swimming community.
I found Round Jersey a very tough but beautiful swim. The north coast was my toughest part. It seemed like the
radio tower was alongside me for hours, never moving and those bloody Paternoster rocks kept following me, like
cheeky goblins. The crew and observer constantly reassured me that I was, in fact, moving forwards and doing fine.
I was not sure I believed them until the radio tower was out of sight and St Ouens sandy beaches came into view. As
I turned the corner to Corbiere, I picked up a good rhythmic pace and felt really strong all the way to Noirmont. The
sun was out, the water clear and that bit of swimming was pure joy. I am certain I heard dolphins and have been
told it was very likely.
I was in a bit of a zone as I passed the black and white tower of Noirmont, not quite realising that this was the final
stretch. Seeing the castle ahead was simply overwhelming as I realised that my goal was now in sight. The castle wall
seemed to get closer, just a few strokes away yet never quite in reach. I could hear Dee and the crew shouting and
saw them excitedly jumping up and down on the deck, only to realise they were pushing me to make it under eleven
hours. I gave it a final push, eventually touching the wall in 10 hours 56 minutes.
On 13 July 2018, I swam around Jersey and on that day, Jersey became a part of me.
I am so very grateful to all those who helped make it happen. Thank you forever.

Alice Harvey
Alice completed her English Channel swim on 22nd July in a time of
13 hours 11 minutes. She set off in daylight from Shakespeare
beach at 6.38am finishing at Petit Blanc Nez, north of Wissant
beach just before 8pm. Conditions were ideal to start with but soon
became choppy as the wind came up which made it tough going to
finish.

The Chosen Ouens
This report from Jon More O’Ferrall is in the form of a lyric to try to capture the essence of the Chosen Ouens'
swim around Jersey during the summer:
Jellies In The Water
(with apologies to Deep Purple)

The La Rocque change saw Audrey
Head off in the wrong direction
At the helm, skipper Mick Le G
Applied a neat correction
Julie went in near Gorey
Her head down in the rough
From St. Catherine’s Breakwater
Cathy showed she’s made of stern
stuff

They all went out to Jersey
On the St. Brelade’s Bay shoreline
To swim around on the spring tide
They didn’t have much time
SMG and The Chosen Ouens
Were dining at The Crab Shack
When some stupid with a big mouth
Said there’d be a sea attack

Jellies in the water, they’re gonna
die
Jellies in the water

Jellies in the water, oh my, oh why
Jellies in the water
Skipper Matt had done a runner
His boat was in the pound
Captain Sal was in and out
Half the swimmers gone to ground
When it all was over
They had to lose another face
Jersey time was running out
SMG would lose her place

15th July
10hrs 46mins

Jellies in the water, they’re gonna
cry
Jellies in the water

And all along the north coast
The urge to pee became much
stronger
Over the side hung a bum
She couldn’t wait any longer!
Most surfed behind the boat and
went
In a way most discreet
While one could only manage it
By standing on her own two feet.
Peeing in the water, ’tis not a lie
Peeing in the water

They all got in to one boat
Justine started in the water
Chunky Jon was lazing about
Eating more cakes than he oughta
Kathryn then took over
Made it all look a stroll
On board food was running out
Ady ate the last sausage roll

They ended up on the south coast
After passing Corbiere
With a dolphin and her calf
The Chosen Ouens really did share
Time with jellies in the water
And survived the Russian Roulette
No matter what they get out of this
I know they’ll never forget

Jellies in the water, one stung a
thigh
Jellies in the water

Jellies in the water, the end was nigh
Jellies in the water

Hayley Butlin
It was a beautiful day and my pink skin tells me it was a tad warm which was
perfect for me as I moan (a lot) if I am cold! Conditions were great although it blew
up a bit in the middle and I had a toddler tantrum cos I wasn't liking it!!! Temp on
leaving Jersey, 17.2 and on arrival in France a beautiful 22.1. Dolphins clearly
didn't read the memo as were having a day off......Of course, it’s not just about me.
I had a fab team behind me, Matthew Clarke on Lionheart, Sam Jones Bianca
Kempster and Jenny Fitzgerald. Mustn't forget the ones that set the dream in place
many moons ago, Sal Minty-Gravett, Linda Kergozou and Debbie Banks. More
recently, as little as 2 years ago, Sal Minty-Gravett got me in the water in April!!!
Then Aly Phippen somehow coerced me into a 2 hour swim. The JLDSC have also
helped me along my way in various ways and been amazingly supportive........Of
course my family have also supported me through the training too, Tim Butlin.
Following knee surgery 7 weeks ago, I got back in the sea and swam for the first
time properly on June 9th so the sea training this year has been rather sped up!!!
One month later exactly and I swam from Jersey to France in 8:03. Not bad for a 52 year old with knackered knees!!!
Footnote - Sam Jones, NEVER, EVER give me tea again on a swim lol!!!!

Catharine Colwill
I travelled to Jersey knowing The Chosen Ouen relay would go ahead but
I had no idea whether Martin would be able to fit my solo in. Everything
was crossed - the training had been going well and I really felt ready.
I met with Martin soon after I arrived in Jersey. The weather was looking
good through to the following Monday. There were a number of other
swimmers and relays on the tide so a 'maybe Monday' was Martin's
comment but he questioned if the relay went Sunday, would I want rest
time? No chance if it meant I would miss a window!
Sunday came and the relay was successful. Martin confirmed Monday
was a go. I had managed to convince Cliff to fly out to Jersey to crew
alongside Sally. Tasmin also joined the team.
So, the swim commenced at 0746 on Monday 16th July (which was also Sal's birthday). The water was lovely
and warm and nice and calm. I breath to my right so I was looking at the boat and the wonderful crew most of
the time!
I swam and fed and swam and fed a number of times.
Catherine and Debbie were at St Catherine's to cheer me on.
There was one point that Martin lent over the side at a feed and apologised for the sea being flat and stated ' it’s
due to be like this for the next few hours'.
Famous last words.
I sweat that before the next fed, the sea decided to be VERY lumpy and I was swimming head first into the wind.
I kept reminding myself to just keep swimming! But if Cliff said, "it'll be ok once you go round the corner" one
more time...well! (I'm sure other swimmers know my thoughts!)
But I have to admit, once round the corner, the seas calmed and rhythm was once again restored.
Now, being a swimmer in the water, all you see is generally the sea, the sky and the boat. Now the boat should
have a crew which lovingly watch over you as you swim. There was one point though where my crew had
disappeared to the other side of the boat and were paying more attention to something rather than me! I have
since found out, that there were dolphins (once again I missed them as I was swimming).
Turned at Corbiere and was glad to be on the home straight. Cliff gave me the chat of "this is your last fed so no
stopping now until you reach the wall" so on that note, off I plodded (and I was plodding at this point) across the
bay towards the strips.
At some point I noticed Cliff and Tasmin putting on very colourful,
flowery hats. Seriously! Anyone thought of my image ha ha!
They jumped in just before the breakwater and accompanied to the
finish.
OMG I was so glad the wall was there. It was a tough but good swim.
The elation of knowing I had proved my Consultant wrong once again
by completing another marathon swim.
Another successful swim supported by a fantastic crew and a wonderful
pilot. All of who contributed to my success and I can’t thank them
enough.
Oh and for those wondering - no jellies!!
Cathie x

Bianca Kempster
On September 9th, I swam round Jersey in 11 hours and 29 minutes! This wasn’t
just any swim though, this was a very special swim and had been in the planning
for the last year. My swim started and finished at Mike slip - which is
affectionately named after my grandad Michael Kempster. So the swim was in
honour of him.
I want to say the biggest thank you to my pilot and crew for making this happen!
Thank you to my pilot Tim Butlin who has spent a lot of time working out the
tides so that the swim would be possible. Hayley Butlin thank you for getting
everything organised behind the scenes to make this happen! Thank you to Sam
Pipon and Leon Fryer for stepping in at the last minute to crew for me!! Honestly, I could not have asked for a
better team!!
Also thank you to everyone who came to see me in it meant a lot 💙

Uswim ‘Knitted Jerseys’
26th September
What an exciting swim this proved to be! Having visited Jersey, I had fallen in love with its Bays and
couldn't wait to get in the water. The swim was all about getting some sea experience - Dave Quatermain
with his English Channel Solo in 2019, 'Karen' with her Jersey to France
Solo the week after and Jo Bulley training for her English Channel Solo
2020.
We all swam an hour each with DQ starting in the dark, Jo following and
'myself ' anchoring the team. This 'Round Jersey' swim pretty much had
everything - warm 17c seas, lots of pretty jellyfish, amazing scenery,
choppy bits and fast swimming - to create a totally memorable
experience.
At various points we also had some drone filming and the lovely Jersey
outdoor swim community cheering us on. Awesome.
After all the team’s strong swims, we approached St Helier in the sunshine 10 hours and 21mins after we
had set off in the dark. Welcomed in by the lovely members of the JLDSC which topped the day off nicely.
Great support by Martin and John in Seaswimmer2.

Karen Gallichan
22nd July. What a day it was!!
Firstly, I have to thank my fabulous crew Billie Cave, Sal Minty-Gravett & the pilots guiding me to France &
keeping me safe, John Asplet & Adrian Follain. Without them, there would be no swim.
Thank you to those who came to St Cats or the beach to see me off and those on the slip way to welcome me
back. Thank you also for the many messages of support and congratulations. It
is so much appreciated.
It was tough. It was good, yes, amazing in places but my overriding feeling is
that it was tough. I found it to be very very different to my Round Jersey swim
which was one of the very best days of my life.
I struggled with cramp in hours 2 and 3. I then had a weird pain down the back
of my right leg that was quite troubling. I had goggle issues. Something got
stuck down my cossie. You get the picture ... I just wasn’t as comfortable as I
normally am. And of course, there were the jellyfish ... lots of moon jellies which
are harmless but I still don’t like the feel of them in my hands! Purple ones,
compass jellies and also mauve stingers. One small brown one stung me above my eye and on my lip and that
was sore.
I think hours 4,5,6 were the best when I felt like I was getting into my stride as it were. But then I started to think,
how far, how long? By hour 8 I was getting frustrated with myself and by hour 9, well, I cried for quite some time.
For most of the time. I had positive thoughts, the specific words of wisdom from other swimmers & reflected on
the number of people wishing me well and those that would be tracking me .I felt connected to Amber
Honeybaker in San Diego as I was wearing her cap and I knew she would be swimming in San Diego wearing
the same cap. Amber had said to me “remember your why” and I thought about the personal impact swimming
has had on me & the autistic adults that the Autism Jersey bursary will help. I thought about those who have also
challenged themselves to fundraise for the bursary. I thought about my children.
After I cried, I decided to just get on with it. I wasn’t getting out, so I might as well just get the job done! When we
neared France, the water was filled with large barrel jellyfish. After looking at nothing but sky, water and the boat
for some time, I was actually quite pleased to see them as it was something to look at. Bizarrely, I had “fish are
friends, not food” going around and around in my head by this stage!!
Sal joined me for the last 400m which actually took about 25 minutes as we were being pushed north. Touching
down and planting my feet into the French sand was quite something and I was so pleased to have Sal and Billie
on the beach with me. What a moment!
And finally, I was really overwhelmed to receive a phone call from Denize Le Pennec, the very first person on
record to swim from Jersey to France in 1966. 52 years later, my swim is the 65th swim. Not the fastest. Not the
slowest. But my swim. 10 hours and 35 minutes.
Denise told me I should be very proud, she had heard me talking on the radio and she said people just don’t
start swimming and do a Jersey to France in 4 years and I should be very proud of myself!
And I am! Xxx

Chantelle Le Guilcher
•
•
•
•
•

Grease – Check
Suncream – (although not required right now!) – Check
Flashing lights – Check
Growing sense of fear and excitement – Check
World’s best crew – Check!

0059 Wednesday 1st August - I plunged myself into the surprisingly warm, pitch
black, rough waters just off of Samphire Hoe shoreline. As I jumped off of the back
of Anastasia and started the lonely swim towards the ever moving spotlight pointing
towards the beach, illuminating the towering white cliffs; it was not the water
temperature, but the enormity of the task that took my breath away… Hands in the
air, I waded back into the sea, listening to the boat horn and my crew cheering me
on; it suddenly hit me – the next time I stood up on dry land I’d be in France
(hopefully!)
I swam until I was in line with the boat and there I stayed, a comfortable
distance away from it for the next 14 hours. It was so rough for the first 5 hours, the
waves were crashing over my face as I tried to breathe, bouncing off of the boats
hull and engulfing me all over again. It was difficult to get into a rhythm, I kept
telling myself, the faster I swam, the quicker I’d reach flatter waters! If only reality
worked that way! I could see the lights on the ships in the distance, the angle at
which they were travelling was so deceiving, especially in the dark, so it was difficult
to know if I was even close to the first shipping lane or not.
As the most stunning sunrise appeared on the horizon I was already exhausted. I’d essentially sprinted for
the first 1/3 of my swim (something I do not recommend!). The sun on the water and the ability to see my crew gave
me second wind and the seas started to flatten off to the usual, slightly uncomfortable but bearable, ‘channel chop’.
I felt more settled after this, I was able to get into a good rhythm and kept telling myself ‘every stroke is a stroke
closer to France’.
The jellyfish decided to join, it was a welcome distraction after hours of swimming and seeing nothing. They seemed
to come in small groups, beautiful to look at as they drifted underneath me, however, in a short period I was stung
11 times, but as quickly as they came, they disappeared. From then on, the only jellyfish I saw was the one lonely
French one cheering me on into the beach!
The middle section of my swim is a bit of a blur, my crew made the conscious decision (with a bit of a prod
from Eddie – my pilot) to drop my feeds from hourly ones to every 45 minutes and cut out giving me tea (only CNP).
Although only a 15-minute difference it felt like forever and it really started to play with my body clock. My crew
were amazing from start to finish, but as I started to struggle, they all rallied round and were absolutely amazing. I
was presented with signs, posters and fun facts, Nemo dangling off the side of the boat, and of course not forgetting
the image that will forever be burnt into my memory… ‘Adrianna the Mermaid’. Adrian donned a sparkly Lycra
mermaid tail (handmade and painted) with a hideous wig and draped himself across the back of the boat. It was at
this moment, for the first time in my life, I prayed that mermaids didn’t exist.
After what felt like a lifetime – I could see Cap Gris Nez! The burning and stiffness in every joint in my body didn’t
matter anymore, I could see land and I was doing everything in my power to get there as quick as I could. Eddie said I
was going to land right under the Cap. Unfortunately, the tide turned unexpectedly and I was swept North up the
coast. The small town of Wissant looked so close I was desperate to get there, I put a sprint on and made a beeline
for the golden sands of Wissant beach. Eddie did not share my enthusiasm to find the ‘quickest possible route’ and
announced over the tannoy that if the swimmer wanted to make it to land, she’d have to follow the boat. I swam
diagonally to the shore for what felt like a lifetime, every stroke made my shoulders, hips, knees and ankles seize up
even more – but knowing how close I was kept me going.

Finally, they launched the dinghy; I was so excited I couldn’t wipe the smile off of my face! Usually they
deploy the small boat when the pilot boat can’t go any shallower (usually roughly 10-15 minutes before the end of a
swim) – little did I know, they deployed it 45 minutes before the end. Starting to get a little disheartened that I
hadn’t made land yet, they dropped Adrian in the water, and then I knew
it was time! He had my Go Pro, Waterproof camera and Jersey flag
stuffed down his trunks! I swam and swam until I could see the sand
rising underneath me; I put my feet down and stumbled like a baby
giraffe out of the shallows and over the sand bank until I was clear of the
water. I raised my hands in the air to signal I was finished and then burst
into uncontrollable tears. Adrian ran over with the camera to
congratulate me and I apologised for taking so long, I was surprised to
hear it was just over 14 hours because I’d worked out it was about 18.
Utterly elated to know I was now a Channel Swimmer…

•

Fulfil childhood dream – Check

Taunton School
Three teams of swimmers from Taunton School took on a Round
Island swim and raised almost £4000 for Holidays for Heroes
Jersey.
Two six-person teams of students between the ages of 13 and 18
completed relay swims around on 28th August and the third team
tackled their swim
th
on 30 August. They were supported by staff and crew on their
own boat Maria Diem and by SeaSwimmer 2.
The first team completed the swim in 9 hours and 41 minutes,
the second team in 10 hours and 34 minutes and the third team in
10 hours and 36 minutes.
The children swam for an hour at a time in tidal streams, North
coast swell, alongside moon jellyfish, but mostly with the sun shining. This was their toughest and furthest
challenge yet.

Nicola Naunton
Nicola set off for her J2F swim on 8th September with Lionheart in perfect
conditions. Nicola finished her swim in a time of 9hrs 31mins.

Jersey Round Island Challenge
This took place on 14th July. Amongst the many SUP boarders, kayakers and rowers taking part, there were
10 swimming relay teams, all raising funds for the Grace Crocker Family Support Foundation. Starting and
finishing in Grouville Bay caused some problems for the faster swimming teams who ran out of water at La
Rocque but the beach finish proved very successful.
North Norfolk Crawlers
9:59:54
Steyning Stingers (Team of 2)
10:22:43
Mid Life Criseas (Some Wetsuits) 10:30:55
The Europeans
10:36:51
Coniston Swimmers
10:43:01

Team Corbyn
T.W.A.T.S
The Internationals
Team Henry

10:15:00
10:29:35
10:33:39
10:38:49

Robin Johnson
On 15th September Robin became the second person on record to swim
around Herm. He completed the three mile circumnavigation in a time of
1 hour 42 minutes beating the previous time by 26 minutes.

Kathleen Long
My swim around Jersey in September was one of the best swimming
experiences I have had so far. Starting just before sunrise and finishing at
sunset was perfect. The weather was very good-sunny but not too hot and I
was so lucky with the wind, tide and sea conditions. Initially I felt very cold
but as the sun warmed my back I soon forgot about my temperature. The
swoosh after St Catherine's breakwater was exhilarating. The swim across
the north coast was so relaxing-I felt that I could have gone on for ever at
that point. The water became more turbulent as I headed down the west
coast and I was sick a few times. Hayley kept me on track and said all the
right motivational things. It was a relief to see Elizabeth castle and the
skyline of St Helier at the end.
Big thanks to my pilot Matt of Lionheart pilotage, husband Matt (for his
patient feeding and encouragement), Richard in the small starting boat, Hayley and Sam my observers. It was also
lovely to have a send off and a welcome home greeting from the Jersey mermaids.

That’s all Folks!
See you in 2019.

